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QUESTION: 1
On an xSeries server running Linux, which of the following procedures would be used
to determine the number and speed of processors installed in the server?

A. Run top
B. Examine the /proc/cpuinfo file
C. Run lsproc
D. Examine the proc/sysinfo file

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
On an xSeries server running Linux, where is the configuration file for the first Ethernet
device stored?

A. /etc/network/ifcfg-eth0
B. /etc/netconfig/ifcfg-eth0
C. /etc/sysconfig/network/ifcfg-eth0
D. /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
When considering the hardware requirements for a new Web server that will be hosting
dynamic content, which of the following server subsystems will be stressed most in this
environment?

A. CPU
B. Disk
C. Memory
D. Network

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
The graphic is taken from the Configuration and Options Guide, Server Selection
section. Compare suggested configurations for database and file/print servers, and
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consider how different subsystems are utilized within each server type.

Based on these configurations it can be concluded that fewer network connections are
needed for database servers because network traffic generated by database queries is
usually made up of __________________________.

A. smaller transfers of randomly selected records.
B. large transfers of large sequential records.
C. streaming data transfers.
D. single record transfers.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
True or False: Optimizing the Linux kernel to match both the hardware available and
the needs of the system is an important aspect of performance tuning.

A. True
B. False
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